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AUSTRALIA’S PENSION SYSTEM
OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
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Melbourne Mercer Global Pension Index (2014)

Size – the fourth largest pension market in
the world, with A$1.2 trillion in total
assets(1)

Experience – Over two decades since the
introduction of compulsory
superannuation
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Australia

Robust – a global leader in terms of the
adequacy, sustainability and integrity of
our pension system(2)

Type – the vast majority of Australian
pension assets today are in Defined
Contribution schemes(3)
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Source: APRA (as at June 2015)
Source: Melbourne Mercer Global Pension Index, 2014
Source: Towers Watson Global Pensions Asset Study, 2014
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KOREA’S CORPORATE PENSION SYSTEM
GROWTH AND EVOLUTION
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ERBSA expanded,
measures to phase
out SPS become
effective
(Dec 2010)

2012

2011 revision of
ERBSA becomes
effective
(Jul 2012)

2013

Adoption of pension
plans will be
compulsory for large
firms, gradually
extended to smaller
employers by 2022
(expected 2016)

Source: Korea Ministry of Employment and Labor, June 2015
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KOREA’S CORPORATE PENSION SYSTEM
SOURCE OF FUTURE GROWTH

Overall Corporate Pension Plan Adoption Rate (2010 to 2015)

Corporate Pension Plan Adoption Rate – By Company Size (2015)
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Source: Korea Ministry of Employment and Labor, June 2015
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KOREA’S CORPORATE PENSION SYSTEM

ASSET ALLOCATION HIGHLY SKEWED TO PRINCIPAL PROTECTION
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Source: Korea Ministry of Employment and Labor, June 2015; Towers Watson Global Pensions Asset Study, 2014
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PENSIONS IN AUSTRALIA & KOREA
FOLLOWING THE SAME PATH
Theme

Australia

Korea (Current State)

Korea (Future State)

Pension scheme adoption expected to
become mandatory post 2016, to be
gradually extended to smaller employers

Introduction of private corporate
pension schemes

Introduction of compulsory
superannuation in 1992

Legislation introduces DB and DC
schemes in 2005 (albeit not mandatory),
take-up increases after 2010 as the
system is expanded and reforms are
introduced

Shift from Defined Benefit (DB) to
Defined Contribution (DC)

Australia was predominantly DB up until
the 1980s, now the vast majority of
pension assets are DC
(ie. shift is complete)

DB represents about 70% of corporate
pension assets today (1)

DB share is forecast to reduce to 50% by
2020 (ie. shift is beginning)(1)

SME segment

Due to compulsory nature, adoption
rates were a non-issue, however the
industry needed to develop a costeffective solution – master trusts – for
this important segment

Adoption rates of SMEs remain very low
due in part to implementation costs and
master trusts remain a relatively new
concept

Compulsory adoption to be phased in
and legislative reform to encourage
further development of multi-employer
master trusts

Asset allocation

Regulatory restrictions are liberalised
and there are meaningful allocations to
growth assets – whilst domestic bias
remains, overseas exposure is also
significant

Regulatory restrictions are stringent and
allocations are heavily tilted towards
principal protection (especially cash),
with minute exposure to overseas
investments

Regulatory restrictions are being
loosened and the increase in DB funding
requirements will lead to more
comprehensive ALM and greater
diversification

Australia’s lessons learnt are meaningful and relevant in a Korean context

Source: Mirae Asset Pension Research, 2014
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AUSTRALIAN PENSION PROVIDERS’ EXPERIENCE
POTENTIAL AREAS OF INTEREST TO KOREA
Pension Value Chain

Pension offer

Product
Bundled insurance
into pension offers
Pension offers in
corporate, retail and
self-managed
pensions

Investment
management
Investment
solutions
Real-return and
goal-based
investment funds

Trustee services

Account
administration

Corporate
relationship
management

Distribution
management

Corporate clients

Platforms

Employer and member services

Employer insights

Development of master trusts, platforms,
wraps and self-managed pension
administration systems

Straight-through-processing for employers
lodging pension payments online

Developing pension
offers based on the
specific needs of
employers

Back office (call centres, online admin)

Incorporating
unlisted assets
into DC allocations

Online member services providing 24/7
access to tools and employer/member
accounts
Mobile apps for clients

Tailored default options
to the needs of the
employer

Corporate Strategy

Core business
transition
Transition from life
insurance business
to pension company

Distribution

SMEs

Leverage life
insurance agency
force into network of
professional financial
advisors

Large and historically
under-served
segment
Focus on cost
effective solutions
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IMPORTANT
NOTE

The information contained in this document, including any attachments (collectively, "Information") has been prepared by AMP Capital Investors Limited (ABN 59 001 777 591) (AFSL 232497) (“AMP
Capital”) and its associates for providing general information about the investment capabilities referred to in the Information (“Capabilities”) and is qualified in its entirety by any product disclosure
statement, information memorandum, private placement memorandum or other relevant documentation. The Information is not intended for distribution or use in any jurisdiction where it would be
contrary to applicable laws, regulations or directives and does not constitute a recommendation, offer, solicitation or invitation to invest regarding the Capabilities.
Prospective investors should not treat the Information as advice on legal, tax or investment matters and should make their own inquiries and consult professional advisers as to applicable laws,
regulations and requirements in any particular jurisdiction (including, where the Information is received) and the consequences arising from any failure to comply.
The Information may contain projections, forecasts, targeted returns, illustrative returns, estimates, objectives, beliefs, back-testing, hypothetical returns, simulated results, non actual and similar
information ("Non Actual Information"). Non Actual Information is provided for illustrative purposes only and is not intended to serve, and must not be relied upon as a guarantee, an assurance, a
prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Actual events and circumstances are difficult or impossible to predict and will differ from assumptions. Many actual circumstances are beyond
the control of AMP Capital. Some important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those in any Non Actual Information include changes in domestic and foreign business,
market, financial, interest rate, political and legal conditions. Various considerations and risk factors related to an investment in a Capability are described in relevant documentation. There can be no
assurance that any particular Non Actual Information will be realised. The performance of any investment or product may be materially different to the Non Actual Information.
The Information does not purport to be complete, does not necessarily contain all information which a prospective investor would consider material, and has been prepared without taking account of
any particular person’s objectives, financial situation or needs. While every care has been taken in preparing the Information, except as required by law, no representation or warranty, express or
implied, is made in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information provided in this document. Accordingly, the Information should not form the basis of any investment decision. A person
should, before deciding, consider the appropriateness of the Information, and seek professional advice, having regard to the person’s objectives, financial situation and needs and should read the risks
section of any relevant document relating to the Capability.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Capabilities are subject to investment risks, which could include delays in repayment, and loss of income and capital invested. No
company in the AMP Group assumes any liability to, or takes any responsibility for any loss or damage suffered by, investors in connection with investment in a Capability or guarantees the
performance of a Capability or any rate of return or any obligations. Investments in a product are not deposits or liabilities of any company in the AMP Group and repayment of capital is not guaranteed.
Photographic images used are for illustrative purposes only and may not represent actual images of assets or opportunities described in the Information.
The Information is provided on a confidential basis and must be kept strictly confidential (with the exception of providing it to your professional advisors who are also contractually and/or professionally
bound to keep it confidential) and may not be reproduced or redistributed (in whole or in part) or otherwise made available to any other person in any format without the express written consent of AMP
Capital.

This Information, unless otherwise specified, is current at the date of publication and will not be updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available, or
circumstances existing or changes occurring after that date.
By accepting this Information, you agree to be bound by these limitations, terms and conditions.
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